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when buy a dress or blouse; how does one choose ties, scarfs,
stockings, and socks.
These and similar questions, which everyone has, might
serve as a means of studying the ethics of shopping or lan-
guage use as well as solving arithmetical problems. The
smaller problems might lead the pupils to consider what a
person on a limited budget or in certain occupations needs
to spend annually on clothes. Class discussion of such prob-
lems, tactfully handled, helps pupils to get a balance between
their desires and needs. Their considerations will be of prac-
tical value only if the prevalent income levels of the com-
munity and the approximate proportions \vhich families there
spend for clothing are used as bases for problem solving.
The current fashion in dress becomes more important to
pupils in the intermediate and upper elementary years. If a
teacher knows the styles popular with the younger generation
she is teaching, she may help the boy and girl develop artistic
standards within the orbit of current fashions. Teachers have
lost pupils' confidence by failing to feel the atmosphere of
disapproval caused by their "old-fashioned" ideas. At this age
the pupils can more nearly understand the interrelationships
between different aspects of dress, and how clothes may affect
their social acceptance and personal satisfaction.
A tear or rip in a child's clothes occurs, and he needs im-
mediate help in repairing it. If simple facilities are made
available in the homeroom he can make his own repairs under
the teacher's guidance and without disturbing other pupils.
The more extensive damages can be mended in the home-
making room.
Some children must help with laundry in the home; girls
especially are responsible for washing and ironing their own
clothes, or for ironing these and household linens. Learning
best ways to launder at school might ease their weekly home
chores by providing them with a knowledge of cleaning re-
agents, methods of handling garments, and different kinds of
textiles.

